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ABSTRACT
Multi-hop time synchronization in wireless sensor network-
s (WSNs) is often time-consuming and error-prone due to
random time-stamp delays for MAC layer access and unsta-
ble clocks of intermediate nodes. Constructive interference
(CI), a recently discovered physical layer phenomenon, al-
lows multiple nodes transmit and forward an identical packet
simultaneously. By leveraging CI, we propose direct multi-
hop (DMH) time synchronization by directly utilizing the
time-stamps from the sink node instead of intermediate n-
odes, which avoids the error caused by the unstable clock of
intermediate nodes. DMH doesn’t need decode the flooding
time synchronization beacons. Moreover, DMH explores the
linear regression technique in CI based time synchronization
to counterbalance the clock drifts due to clock skews.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of multi-hop time synchronization in

wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is to propagate synchro-
nized time-stamps across the entire network as fast as pos-
sible and keep the global synchronization error small. How-
ever, multi-hop time synchronization remains a crucial task
due to the unstable clocks of intermediate nodes [1] and
large propagation delay across the entire network of flood-
ing time synchronization messages [2]. Directly utilizing the
standard time-stamps from the sink node is most benefi-
cial for the time synchronization accuracy of a remote node
multi-hop away. However, due to the undeterminate mes-
sage transmission delay caused by the CSMA/CA protocol,
a remote node must relay on the time-stamps from inter-
mediate nodes to provide reference times. Let Nh denote
a node which is h hops away from the sink node S. To
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synchronize Nh, previous protocols first synchronize one of
its neighbor node Nh−1 and then transmit the synchronized
time-stamps of node Nh−1 to node Nh. If the clock of node
Nh−1 is unsteady (e.g. due to fluctuant temperature), it will
greatly influence node Nh’s synchronization accuracy [1].

Constructive interference (CI) allows multiple senders trans-
mit an identical packet simultaneously, which helps improve
the packet reception ratio (PRR) of a common receiver rather
than causing mutual interference. We design the direct
multi-hop (DMH) time synchronization protocol by further
exploiting CI, which can straightly employ the standard ref-
erence time-stamps from the sink node. DMH need not de-
code the time synchronization messages, which indicates the
software delay due to MCU processing can be completely e-
liminated and the period between a reception and a retrans-
mission can be reduced. Moreover, DMH compensates the
clock skews, which is essential for CI based time synchro-
nization to be deployed in real world WSN applications.

2. BACKGROUND
Constructive interference comes from the physical layer

design to tolerate multi-path effects and has been utilized to
alleviate the ACK storm problem, reduce the transmission
latency of acknowledge packets, and improve the reliabili-
ty of packet transmissions. By taking considerable care to
transmit data packets with precise timing, Glossy [3] exploit-
s CI by quickly propagating a packet from the sink node to
all the other nodes across the entire network. When Glossy
time synchronization starts, the sink node first inserts a ref-
erence time-stamp Ts and a packet relay counter c = 0 in the
synchronization beacon, and broadcasts it to all its one hop
neighbors. The intermediate nodes forward overheard pack-
ets immediately after receiving them. They trigger more n-
odes to receive the packets simultaneously, and the receivers
also start to relay the same packets concurrently. Glossy
decodes the synchronization packet and increases the relay
counter c by 1 before initiating a new round transmission.
Since the time slot Tslot between each hop is a network-wide
constant, Glossy synchronizes the receiver by utilizing the
reference time-stamp Ts and relay counter c to adjust the
clock offset. In this way, Glossy realizes 0.4μs time synchro-
nization accuracy for clock offsets in 8 hops.

3. DESIGN AND THEORETICAL ANALY-
SIS

DMH improves on Glossy from two aspects: first, DMH
need not the relay counter c in the synchronization beacons,



which indicates that DMH doesn’t decode the flooding pack-
ets; second, DMH counterbalances the clock skews and thus
reduces the period of resynchronization. DMH captures the
time Li with local on-chip timer at the instant when the
start of frame delimiter (SFD) interrupt for the ith synchro-
nization beacon is generated. DMH forwards the beacon im-
mediately after each successful packet reception. After that,
DMH decodes the synchronization beacon, fetches the refer-
ence time-stamp Gi inserted by the sink node and acquires
a synchronization pair (Gi, Li) for linear regression. DMH
reduces the time slot Tslot between each hop by not decoding
the packets and hence decreases the entire synchronization
delay. In fact, if the radio supports the automatic switch to
transmission mode at the end of a packet reception, DMH
can completely eliminate the indeterministic software delay
brought from hardware interrupts and software processing
by not requiring the participation of MCU. We use linear
regression technique to estimate the frequency error δ̂ and
offset error ô relative to the sink node.
Assume the initial true offset o relative to the sink node
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]
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Nh after linear regression can be expressed as
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]
Tslot. (1)

Here, L and f0 denote the local time of node Nh and the
standard clock frequency of the sink node respectively, while
G0 and L0 represents the first synchronization time pair.
As its name indicates, DMH straightly employs the refer-

ence time-stamps from the sink node instead of intermediate
synchronized nodes, which is different from traditional pro-
tocols [2, 1]. If we use the Gaussian random walk model [4]
to describe a clock, the MSE (mean square error) of clock
skew of node Nh with linear regression can be calculated as:
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where σ2
η indicates the clock instability, σ2

o represents the
MSE of clock offset measurement and Tp stands for the syn-
chronization period. It can be indicated from Eq. 2 that
DMH benefits from not being influenced by the synchroniza-
tion accuracy of intermediate nodes. The assumption that
the initial true offset between the node Nh and the sink n-
ode is within Tslot

2
can be satisfied by firstly synchronizing

the offset of the entire network with Glossy protocol. The
pseudo-code of DMH is illustrated in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: DMH protocol

/*init the offset synchronization with Glossy*/
ScheduleGlossy();
/*whenever receives ith beacon Gi at local time Li;*/

retransmit();
store(Gi, Li);
delete([Gi−N , Li−N ]);/*N the regression table size*/

[δ̂, ô]=linearRegression();

L̂=compensate(L, δ̂, ô);/*use Eq. 1*/

4. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
We use five Tmote Sky nodes, one sink node N0, three

receivers N1, N2, N3 and one observer N4. We adjust the
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Figure 1: Average network synchronization error

transmission power of the sink node and three receivers, and
form a two hops path N0 → {N1, N2} → N3 We implement
FTSP and DMH protocol to compare the performance. We
set the synchronization period Tp = 30s and the linear re-
gression table size N = 4. The observer N4 sends querying
messages every 5s to the above four nodes. They record the
time when they successfully receive the querying messages,
and store them in the external flash for off-line process. To
compare the performance influenced by the clock uncertain-
ty of intermediate nodes, we heat node N1 for 60s at 15
minutes. The accuracy measurement of three receivers dur-
ing an interval of 30 minutes are illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this poster abstract, we presented the DMH time syn-
chronization protocol by exploiting CI. DMH is a new class
of multi-hop time synchronization protocol, which directly
utilizes the time-stamps from the sink node instead of inter-
mediate nodes, and avoids the synchronization error caused
by the unstable clock of intermediate nodes. Preliminary ex-
periment shows that DMH is faster and more accurate than
the state-of-the-art FTSP protocol. Future works includes
the measurement study of DMH in real world large-scale
WSN (CitySee project in Wuxi, China, 4000+ nodes).
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